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Completing the following is required once as a Navigator in order 
to complete any Shooting Sports Trail Badge as a Navigator 

(except Archery). This is not a Trail Badge in and of itself but 
an orientation to the Shooting Sports program of Trail Life 

USA. It does not earn an elective award.  

Do all of the following: 

______1. Participate in a learning activity covering the Faith and Shooting Sports guidance in 
the Shooting Sports Guidebook. This must cover Character, Integrity and Honor, 
and Sportsmanship and must include reading and discussion of the descriptions 
and referenced Bible verses. 

______2. Participate in a Tread Lightly for shooting sports orientation covering the 
guidelines in the Shooting Sports Guidebook. 

______3. Participate in a Second Amendment learning activity to learn its history, why it is 
interpreted as an individual right, and how the Federalist Papers support that 
interpretation (e.g. FP 28, 29, and 46). 

______4. Participate in a learning activity on state and local legal restrictions on gun 
purchase, use, open carry, and concealed carry permits. 

______5. List the correct response when approached by a law enforcement officer while 
shooting at a qualified range with qualified supervision. 

______6. Recite from memory the three rules of the Gold Standard in Gun Safety guidelines 
in the Shooting Sports Guidebook. 

______7. Explain the following reasons for the three rules: 

______a. How ignorance and carelessness are the major cause of gun accidents 

______b. What a safe direction is 

______c. Why you keep your finger off the gun trigger until ready to shoot 

______d. Why you would keep a gun unloaded until ready to fire 

______8. Explain the importance of washing hands, face, and clothing after shooting. 

______9. Explain eye dominance and its importance for shooting sports. Test for your 

dominant eye and document the result for shooting sports participation. 

 

__________________________________________________               _______________________ 
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Completing the following is required once as an Adventurer in order to 
complete any Shooting Sports Trail Badges as an Adventurer (except 

Archery). This is not a Trail Badge in and of itself but an orientation 
to the Shooting Sports program of Trail Life USA. It does not earn 

an elective award. 

Do all of the following: 

______1. Participate in a learning activity covering the Faith and Shooting Sports guidance in 
the Shooting Sports Guidebook. This must cover Character, Integrity and Honor, 
and Sportsmanship and must include reading and discussion of the descriptions 
and referenced Bible verses. 

______2. Based on the part a, define Character, Integrity and Honor, and Sportsmanship. 
Explain how they are applied to shooting sports. 

______3. Participate in a Tread Lightly for shooting sports orientation covering the 
guidelines in the Shooting Sports Guidebook. 

______4. Explain how the Tread Lightly principles help us to: 

______a. Respect authority 

______b. Be a good steward of creation 

______c. Treat others as you want to be treated 

______5. Participate in a Second Amendment learning activity to learn its history, why it is 
interpreted as an individual right, and how the Federalist Papers support that 
interpretation (e.g. FP 28, 29, and 46). 

______6. Devise a clear and concise argument explaining why the second amendment is a 
fundamental individual right. 

______7. List state and local legal restrictions on gun purchase, use, open carry, and 
concealed carry permits. 

______8. List the correct response when approached by a law enforcement officer while 
shooting at a qualified range with qualified supervision. 

______9. Recite from memory the three rules of the Gold Standard in Gun Safety guidelines 
in the Shooting Sports Guidebook. 

______10. Explain the following: 

______a. How ignorance and carelessness are the major cause of gun accidents 

______b. What a safe direction is 

______c. Why you keep your finger off the gun trigger until ready to shoot 

______d. Why you would keep a gun unloaded until ready to fire 
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______11. Explain eye dominance and its importance for shooting sports. Test for your 
dominant eye and document the result for shooting sports participation. 
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